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OTTO W NUTTLI 
PROPISSON or GEOPHYSICS 

P.O. SOX 8003. LACL tog STA.  
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 03136 

)IdJW.//QA 658-3124 

January 24, 1983 

LID LC 

Dr. Dae H. Chung, L-95 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P.O. Box 808 
Livermore, CA 94550 

Dear Dan$ 

I am writing t,) offer my suggestions as to how to handle the attenuation 
problem in LLNL's sensitivity study of strong ground motion.  

My recomm~endation is to use three different models, to determine the 
sensitivity of the site ground motion to different attenuation relations.  
Model I would be the one used two or three years earlier in the LLNL-TERA 
study for specific eastern nuclear power plant sites. There are two reasons 
for including this models first, It will show the sensitivity to different 
source models in the two studies, as the attenuation relation will be the same 
for both; second, It is based on Intensity data, which make up the bulk of 
eastern United States data, and thus Is the most empirical (relies least on 
theoretical modeling) kind of attenuation relation. The problem Is that we have 
to use data bases from other parts of the world, primarily the western United 
States, that relate M.M. Intensity to ground acceleration, velocity and displace
ment, and we have good reason to suspect that these data are not directly 
applicable to the eastern United States.  

Model 2 would be Ken Campbell's attenuation curves for strong ground motion 
for the cenitral United States. These curves assume that the source excitation 
is the same for eastern and western earthquakes of a given magnitude, but that 
the anelaotic attenuation Is different for the two regions. The Idea Is similar 
to that employed by Algerstissen and Perkins in constructing their hazard maps for 
the United States, and to that used by me in the 1979 reportl'.Che Waterways Experi
iment Station of the Corps of Engineers. One potential problem with Campbell's 
curves Is the way he defines magnitude, i.e., ML for HL loes than 6.5 and MBfor 
M% greater than 6.5. The relations which I obtain for the eastern United Statess 
(spectral scaling paper to appear In April 1983 Issue of BSsA) ares 

MS 01-0 ab -1-15 for ab 14.5 

% 2.0 mb - 5.65 for4.5!m6 .0 
For the eastern United States Bob Herrmann and I showed that RL a mi,. In the 
last you seldom will have to deal with earthquakes of )tj greater than 6.5. There
fore my suggestion Is to use NL (or mb) values with Campbellls curves.
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Model 3 is one which has evolved from studies of Bob Herrmann and myself.  
The most recent published version is my paper in the Proceedings of the June 
1982 Earthquake Yicrozonation Conference. The method uses empirical studies 
of mid-plate magnitudes and moments to establish spectral scaling relations, 
from which a scaling law for peak ground acceleration, velocity and displace
ment is derived. Frequency-dependent anelastic attenuation relations are ob
tained from measurements of eastern earthquakes by observatory-type' instru
ments. The level of the attenuation curves is determined by existing central 
United States strong-motion data, as present,"In the Microzonation paper. Thus 
Method 3 is semi-empirical, semi- theoretical. Although I am not Impartial and 
unbiased, I believe it represents the best existing set of strong motion re
lations for the East.  

I don't believe it is advisable to attempt to distinguish between 
differences of anelastic attenuation in the craton region of the central and 
eastern United States and the accreted coastal-plain regions to the east and 
south of the Appalachian and Ouachi ta- Wichita Mountains. By attempting to 
consider this effect you would be Introducing a refinement that has smaller 
consequences than those resulting from more basic uncertainties in the 
attenuation relations.  

In the paper for the Jlicrozonation meeting I presented my attenuation re
lations only In the form of sets of curves. In the past week I put them in 
equation form. Also, based upon material contained In Vi spectral scaling paper, 
I have more carefully considered the problem of minimum focal depth, which 
a~ffecta the ground motion at small epicentral distances. Included is a figure 
showing how the ground acceleration at near-source distances changes with focal 
depth for an Ob = 5.0 earthquake. Because we cannot possibly estimate focal 
depth for all the historical earthquakes, I suggest that in all cases you use 
the attenuation curves for minimum focal depth, as in the three figures 
included with this letter (for maximum acceleration, velocity and displacement).  
This Is most conservative, In the sense that it will give the largest possible 
ground notions.  

?leas* don't hesitate to call me if you have any questions, criticisms, 
suggestions, or such., 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

OEMr 
Otto V. Iluttli 

Enclosures 

P.S. The equations and curves are an average for various rook and soil types.  
Probably they are most representative of a stiff or competent soil.
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STROMC GROUND NOTION ATTENUATION RELATIONS 

FOR THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES 

Minimum focal Depth 

lot 10 h mi (kin) - -0.949 + 0.284 abfor 4.  

10310 h,,, (kin) - -1.730 + 0.456 %for a .  

QO (quality factor at I Na) a 1000; Q(f) - 1000f0'3 (f - frequency) 

Maz-Acc a arithmetic average of peaks on 2 horizontal components 

assumed: amxhas a frequency of 5 Nz 

'max has a frequency of 1.5 Hz 
dmxhas a frequency of 0.5 Nz

10310 anex 

10310 &max

(cm/sec 2 1.69 + 0.25 %-0.833 10310 

0.57 + 0.50 %-0.833 10310

10810 'mao (cm/eec) a -1.35 + 0.50 ab-0.833 10310

r +2-0.00122 (r-1) 

for %, < 4.4 

r +2-0.00122 (r-1) 

f or 4.4 <~ % <. 7.4 

r b2-0.000532 (r-1) 

for ab 4.

10310 VU51, a -3.60 + 1.00 ab-0.833 10310 r 2 h -0.000532 (r-1) 
for 4.4 t~ ut .

10310 dMaX (CS) 

10310 dma,

- -3.43 + 0.75 

- -6.81 + 1.50

"b-0.833 1o310 

"b-0.833 10310

r 2 +b2 -0.000244 0r-1) 

for amb 14.4 

r h2-0.000244 (r-1) 

for 4.4 <%b .17.

where, h a focal depth (to ka) and r a opicentral distance (in kin).
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

UNIVERSITY PARK * LOS ANGELE.S, CALIFORNIA 90007 

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING FEB 4 RECog 

January 18, 1983 

Dr. Dae H. Chung 
Lawerence Livermore Laboratory 
University of California 
Livermiore, California 94550 

Dear Dae, 

As you requested I am enclosing my brief comments on the use of 'distance' 
in the papers by Joiner and Boore (1981) and Campbell (1981). Those are: 

1. Joiner and Boore (1981) employ a definition of distance which is 
equivalent to I(R0 2+ h*2)1/2 in the enclosed Figure 1. In their 
work h* is a 'measure' of the source depth selected to minimize 
the sum, of the squares of the residuals. This definition of dis
tance would be appropriate~ if an argument could be made that the 
peak ground motion comes from the portion of the fault surface 
which is at 'depth' h* and beneath A in Figure 1.  

2. Campbell (1981) uses distance R2 (in Figure 1) and a magnitude 
dependent 'coefficient' C(14) which physically resembles h*. This 
is also fitted to the data to minimize the sum of the residuals 
squared.  

Assume we have recorded three peak accelerations and we wish to plot those 
versus same distance R as in Figure 2. In a typical case (say Imperial Val
ley 1979 data) I interpret Campbell's work to p lot these data points as 
crosses C,) in Figure 2. Joiner and Boore (1981) definition would lead to 
the peaks plotted as circles (o) in Figure 2 (assuming that somehow we know 
h*). Assuming on the other hand, that we wish to plot those peak accelera
tions versus distance R1 , which is a distance to a'center' of the fault sur
face we would get the points shown by asterisks, (Figure 2). It is obvious 
from the geometry of Figure 2 that R<R19 R2<R an (Ro2+ h*2)#<R1.Since we do 
not know a priori which part of the fault wil contribute most to the peak 
Sround motions, unless L"R1it would seem reasonable to use some definition 
in the mean) close to Rj*. This effect is of course significant only for 

small Ri and as R1-* a1-I definitions of distance become indistinguishable.  
Therefore I believe that Joiner and Boors (1981) as well as Campbell (1981) 
have a tendncy to underestimate peak amplitudes of ground motion for small 
R. This is seen from sketch in Figure 2.
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I am taking the liberty of sending these conmments to Boore and Cimpbel1 di
rectly. I hope they can examine them and suggest wether I have erred in my 
interpretation of their results.  

Please let me know if you feel that these comments are not clear and wether 
there are additional aspects of interest that I did not discuss.  

Si~ncerely, 

M. D. Trifunac
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BERKELEY -DALLAS -BETHESDA -BA7ON ROUGE -NEW YORK -DENVER -LOS ANGELES -VALLEY FORE 

February 3, 1983 

Dr. Dae HI. Chung, 1-90FE 8RCD 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 808 
Livermore, California 94550 

Dear Danny: 

I would like to take this opportunity to respond to Dr. Trifunac's letter 
of January 18 regarding the use of "distance" in strong-motion scaling 
relationships. He claims that the use of shortest distance between the 
recording site and the fault rupturL surface (used by Campbell, 1981) has 
a tendency to underestimate peak amplitudes of strong ground motion for small 
distances. He infers from his Figure 2 that this could be avoided by defining 
distance as the distance from the recording site to the center of the fault 
surface. This latter definition is preferred by Dr. Trifunac, since it is 
not known in advance which part of the fault will contribute most to peak 
ground motions.  

Although we may not know in advance where the peak motions will come from, 
there is considerable evidence to suggest that closest distance to the fault 
rupture (R. ) is a more appropriate measure than distance to the center of 
fault rupt~re (Rd) for characterizing and predicting the scaling properties 
of strong-motion parameters. In fact, scaling relationships based on R as 
they are commvonly used will lead to overestimation of peak parameters iAi some 
cases. Arguments in support of these statements are as follows: 

(1) The use of closest distance to the fault rupture is consistent with 
the definition of distance in seismic design scenarios. For lack 
of more detailed information, design earthquakes are alwys 
hypothesized to rupture that portion of the causative-?aul t closest 
to the site and distance is alay measured from the closest point 
of this rupture. This is identTicl to the definition of distance 
used to develop the scaling relationship of Campbell (1981). The 
degree to which this distance is inappropriate in both past and 
future earthquakes is reflected adequately in the uncertainty 
associated with the prediction (the standard error of estimate) 
and may be properly accounted for by using a prediction based oil 
a percentile greater than 50 percent (the median).  

(2) With the realization that the portion of the fault responsible for 
the peak motion at a recording site' is most likely closer than the 
center of rupture, taken with the way design earthquakes are 
hypothesized, the use of distance to the center of fault rupture 
will result in-bverestimation of strong-motion parameters in 
cituations where the fault rupture is adjacent to the site. There 
are many fault rupture configurations where the fault can rupture 
adjacent to the site. For all but one of these configurations, 
the center of the fault rupture will #i"' +" """' .*' .4,+6 
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Dr. Dae H. Chung -- Fbur ,18

closest portion of the rupture. In fact, for very large events, 
the center of rupture could be tens of kilometers further awa) than 
the closest point. The inevitable assumption for design purposes 
that the closest approach of the fault zone represents the center 
of rupture characterizes only one extremely rare rupture configuration.  
Coupled with the realization that distances to the center of rupture 
used in the development of the scaling relationships would be based 
on a random selection of suc~n rupture scenarios, this inevitably 
leads to the overestimation of predicted values for typical design 
scenarios. To properly account for this discrepancy, distance 
should more appropriately be taken as the average distance to the 
center of all possible rupture configurations that lead to rupture 
adjacent to the site.  

(3) The analysis of peak acceleration has shown that distances measured 
to single fixed points on the fault rupture surface are statistically 
inferior to those measured to the closest point on the fault. In 
the case of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake, distance scaling 
relationships based on closest distance to the rupture were found 
to have substantially lower standard errors than those based on 
any single fixed point on the fault, including the center of rupture 
and the epicenter. Multiple regression analyses for the Campbell 
()981) dataset have also dem'onstrated that substantially lower 
standard errors are obtained when closest distance is used rather 
than epicentral or hypocentral distance.  

(4) Earthquake modeling studies of recent earthquakes indicate that 
there are multiple patches of rupture (i.e.. asperities) on the 
fault that contribute to strong ground motion and that those patches 
nearest the recording station tend to dominate the motion at that 
station. This would tend to favor closest distance to the fault 
rupture over distance to the center of rupture as the appropriate 
distance measure to use for scaling purposes.  

It must be emphasized that, in order for these arguments to hold, one must 
use the closest distance to the hypothesized fault rupture when using the 
relationship of Campbell (1981), or any other relationship based on closest 
distance, to predict ground motion for either deterministic or probabilistic 
analyses. The use of epicentral or hypocentral distance with such a relationship 
in probabilistic analyses will lead to the underestimation of peak amplitudes 
for a given return period. However, if the proper distance measure is used, 
then the use of such a relationship can appropriately lead to smaller 
probabilistic estimates because of the smaller standard error associated with 
the expression.  

TEPA COIQPOQATION
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Dr. De H.Chun -3-February 3, 1983

In conclusion, Dr. Trifunac's simple argument is not appropriate in light 
of the known characteristics of strong ground motion and the way in which 
seismic design scenarios are formulated. Closest distance to the fault rupture 
surface does represent a realistic and appropriate means of characteri'zing 
distance for the development of strong-motion scaling relationships. I hope 
this discussion clarifies the confusion that developed at the strong-motion 
panel meeting regarding the appropriate definition of distance. If there 
are any more questions, please feel free to give me a call.  

Sincerely, 

Kenneth W. Campbell

KWC:cas 

cc: Dave Boore 
Leon Reiter 
M. D. Tn funac

TCOA rY'PrVATMl
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APPENDIX D

Questionnaire 5 
Feedback Questionnaire on Zonation and Seismicity 

1. Introduction 

This document constitutes the last step in ILNI elicitation process in 
finalizing the seismic zonation and the seismicity parameters of the Eastern 
United States (EUS). In the feedback meeting of December 13 and 14, 1983, 

held in Reston, Virginia, with representatives of the NRC, LLNL and the 
seismicity panel members, the details of the methodology were presented by 
L~LL. The Panel was given the opportunity to discuss the generic assumptions 
made by LLNL and to review the use of the experts' zonation and seismicity 
data. These discussions resulted in an improved understanding of the experts' 
data and of the methodology. As a result, several items have been identified 
as requiring clarification, modification, improvement or simply updating.  

First, some minor errors in the interpretation of the experts' inputs and 
minor errors of interpretation of the questions in questionnaire 01 (zonation 
questionnaire) and Q2 (seismicity questionnaire) were identified. For 
example, a change in the system of indexing regions by LLNL led to confusion 
and errors in the assignment of the regional self weights. This trivial 
error, which has little impact on the results, has been corrected. Another 
example is the way some experts interpreted the extent of the domain of 
validity of their recurrence relationships, in effect confusing the upper 
magnitude cutoff with the upper limit of the magnitude range within which 
their recurrence law is valid. This less trivial problem is discussed in 
Sectio~n 3.1 of this document.  

Second, some mo~re fundamental items were identified which require some 
mooifications to irprove the methodology. One item is the treatment of the 
recurrence relationship outside its domain of validity given by the experts.  
Another issue is the method used to simulate the recurrence models which does 
not account for correlation between the a's and W's .,n the linear (or bi
linear) models for the recurrence relationship.



And finally, some theoretical problems of more philosophical nature 

dealing with the meaning and the interpretation of self weights.  

In Sections 2 to 5 of this document, each of these items is discussed with 

an emphasis on clarification and their consequences on the hazard calculation 

and uncertainty. These sections introduce the questions posed in Section 6, 

be it to clarify a point, update or modify a set of data or to elicit your 

opinion on items not discussed in the previous questionnaires.  

2. Zonation Maps 

In this part of the feedback elicitation process we are only concerned 

with the possible updating of the seismic source zone configurations. For 

this task, we would ask you to critically review your answers to the 

questionnaire on zonation (Q1) and modify your zonation maps as you see fit.  

The definition and assumptions necessary to perform this task are the same as 

the ones of Q1 and for more details you should refer to that document.  

A variety of reasons way lead you to consider revising a zonation map, 

including: 

0 You my have some new scientific information which may lead you to a 

different interpretation from the one derived at the time of 

answering 01. This could include minor revisions to the original 

best estimate zonation map of 01 as well as revised alternative maps 

or even entirely new best estimate maps and/or alternative maps.  

0 The presentations and discussions which took place at the feedback 

meeting of December 13 and 14, 1983 may have modified your 

understanding of the seismicity zonation structure for a given part 

of the EUS.  

0 Your responses to Q1, when interpreted by LLNL, lead to results which 
you do not consider plausible.  

Please note that Tables Al and A2 are an integral part of the zonation 

maps, since they are used to generate all the possible maps for the seismicity

X2 -



zonation of the EUS. You are therefore encouraged to critically review your 

responses in Tables Al and A2 in 01. As a reminder, Table Al gives the level 
of confidence in the existence of each zone. Therefore, for a zone with level 
of confidence less than one, there is the possibility that the area of the EUS 
defined by that zone will be part of another zone. This replacement or *Host" 
zone is also specified in Table Al.  

Table A2 includes your uncertainty in the boundary shape of a zone or a 
cluster of zones. It includes a list of the zones or cluster of zones which 
have an alternative boundary shape and your level of confidence associated 

with each shape.  

3. Seismilcity Parame ers 

3.1 Magnitude Recurrence Modeling 
As a consequence of the constructive discussion at the feedback meeting, 

we are making some modifications in the magnitude recurrence modeling which, 
we believe, will improve the methodology. These modifications involve the 
treatment of the recurrence relationship at the lower and upper ends of the 
domain of validity of the linear (bi-linear) model you provided for each zone.  

Originally, at the lower magnitudes, if the lower endpoint of validity M18 
was equal to M0, the minimum magnitude, the value of the magnitude recurrence 
relation at M0, i.e., the value of 10910 NMO, was based on the average of 

0 log10 A 

0 a+b M 0 sa +bM L 

given the two separate inputs Xo, the expected number of earthquakes with 
magnitudes greater than or equal to M0, and the coefficients (a,b) of the 
linear nodel. If log1oX0 )( a + b Mo then A0was not used. In response to 
the discussion of the feedback meeting, we plan to modify this to use only the 
linear magnitude recurrence model. Thus, when M0 - MLB we will not use your 
inputs about X0but only the ragnitude recurrence equation a + bin.

J) 3 .



h'ier M0 < MLB, we will continue to model the recurrence relationship as we 
have previously, i.e, at NM 

og910  N0  a +bL flo1 0log10 A0  if log10 A0 > a + b NIB 

and for M 0 " L we model Nmas a quadratic polynomial function of m. The 
resulting magnitude recurrence models are shown in Figure 3.1.1 

A point of possible concern arises when N0  NI-B and 

log10 A c 'a +b M18 

This cor-bination, as can be seen in Figure 3.1.1, suggests that no earthquakes 
with riagnitudes between M0 and NIB are expected to occur.  

If this is an unacceptable description of the seismicity for a given zone, 
it is necessary for you to make some adjustments in your seismicity 
parameters. Specifically, two possible adjustments might be based on 

o reconsidering the estimates of A0 

o reconsidering the values of the coefficients (a,b) and domain (N18, 

MUB) of validity of the linear model a + bin.  

At the high magnitudes, our initial treatment of the recurrence model was 
based on the philosophy that your linear model a + bin would not be changed 
ove' the doran o* validity OILB' MU) Thus, the only adjustmients in the 
recurrence r~del were made for m > MU8 when MU, the upper magnitude cutoff, 
was gveater than MUq. If that occurred, then the model for N11, for 
MN in 4 is 

N a e"'(M~ U "M)2  (3.1) 

which satisfies the condition that N.ý a 0. This adjustment is illustrated in 
'U



10a+b M LB

if log10 'Ao bML

log1o 0 ý a+b MLB

mo M LB

Figure 3.1.1 Magnitude Recuyrence Models When M 0 < M L
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Figure 3.1.2. One consequence of modeling the recurrence relationship in this 
way is that the expected number of earthquakes in sane magnitude 
interval (mi, m + &) may be less than the expected number for a comparable 
interval at a higher interval (m', ii" + a) where m' > m. This is illustrated 
in Table 3.1.1 

In this illustration Mu8 z 7..I MU - 7.75, then, based on the ILNI 
method, the expected number of earthquakes with magnitudes between (7.5, 7.75) 
is 0.00069. On the other hand, the expected number with magnitudes (7.25, 
7.5) is less, i.e., 0.00047. If MU z 7.5, the expected numbe r of earthquakes 
with magnitudes (7.25, 7.5) is .00116, again greater than the expected number 
.00079 in the preceding interval (7.0, 7.25). The sane phenomena will occur 
if MU >HUB and the adjustment in Equation (3.1) is used. Figure 3.1.3, 
although not to scale illustrates how the expected number increases in the 
last interval (7.25, 7.5) using the LLNL model.  

An alternative m~odel, suggested at the feedback meeting and described in 
[1) and (2), is based on modeling earthquake magnitudes as truncated 
exponential randomi variables with range (M0, MU). Without going into the 
mathematical details, the model for the logarithm of the expected number N. of 
earthquakes with magnitude greater than or equal to m can be expressed as 

log10 Nm z log10 N 0+ 0 MN0 log10e - log,, ( 1.eB (M U -M )) + log10 (1-eo(M U -)) 

-0 m log10 e (3.1.2) 

where No is the expected number of earthquakes with magnitudes greater than or 
equal to M0 and 0 is the parameter of the exponential distribution. This 

(1) Weichert, 0. H4.. Estimation of the Earthquake Recurrence Parameters for 
Unequal Observation Periods for Different Magnitudes, Bulletin of the 
Seismological Society of America, Vol. 70, No. 4, pp 1337-47, Aug. 1980.  

[2) Cornell, C. A., Engineering Seismic Risk Analyses, Bulletin of the 
Seismological Society of America, Vol. 58, No. 5, pp 1583-1606. Oct. 1968.  
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MUB M UM

Figure 3.1.2 Adjustment in Recurrence Model When M U > M U



LLNL Method

3.75 

Figure 3.1.3

--Truncated Exponential 
Model

4.50 5.1

Estimates of the Expected Number 
With Magnitudes in a Subinterval 
(Not to Scale)

of Earthquakes 
lam --25)
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*,so**'-Adjusted Model 
Eq. 3.1.4

m o rLB

Figure 3.1.4 Truncated Exponential Model
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relationship can be treated as an adjusted linear model by equating the linear 
model with Equation (3.1.2) at a point. Choosing that point to be m - M0 
givYes 

(3.1.3) a + b M0 Z log10 No 

Thus, Equation (3.1.2) can be rewritten in the form 

log10 "M -a + b m + log10 (1 - eB (M U -n)) 

log10 ((1 - e- (H U -M)) (3.1.4) 

wher no B *-b ogj e. The adjusted model is shown in Figure 3.1.4.  

One advantage of this model is that the expected number of earthquakes in 
a magnitude interval will be monotone decreasing, as illustrated in Table 
3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.3. However, it does adjust, slightly, the linear model 
a + bni in the domain of validity MLB, HUB. As you can see for the example in 
Table 3.1.1, the expected number NAM in an interval of low magnitudes 
increases slightly under this model. For example, for the magnitude interval 
(4.25, 4.50), based on the linear model (LLNL model), the expected number is 
.23536, whereas for the revised model (truncated exponential model) the 
expected number is .23547.  

Although we have described this alternative assuming M% a M LB, if you 
choose to have us use the truncated exponential model we will make en 
adjustment if M0 < MLB. In that case, because of the adjustment we make 
for M0  m 4 M LB, we will use the truncated exponential model for m aH18.  

In sunmmary, we propose to have you select between these two alternative 
ways of modeling the magnitude recurrence relation~ships: 

A. LLNI Model 

Case 1: uo M LB and HUB a MUU, i~e., the linear (piecewise linear) model 
is applicable for all m and upper magnitude cuto3ffs Mu. Use the linear 
model a + bin without adjustmenet.  

.DIO -



4 TABLE 3.1.1 

Estimates of the Expected Number. of Earthquakes Base'1 
on a Linear Model with a - 3.59, b --0.9, MIB- 3.75 MUB .  

ILNI Model Truncated Exponential Model 

M Nm N AmNm N AM 

3.75 1.64059 1.64059 
4.00 .97724 .66335 .97696 .66363 
4.25 .58210 .39514 .51866 .39530 
4.50 .34674 .23536 .34619 .23547 
4.75 .20654 .14020 .20594 .14025 
5.00 .12303 .08351 .12239 .08355 
5.25 .07328 .04975 .07262 .04977 
5.50 .04365 .02963 .04298 .02964 
5.75 .02600 .01763 .02532 .01766 
6.00 .01549 .01051 .01480 .01052 
6.25 .0P923 .00626 .00854 .00626 
6.50 .00550 .00373 .00481 .00373 
6.75 .00327 .00213 .00258 .00223 
7.00 .00195 .00132 .00126 .00132 
7.25 .00116 .00079 .00047 .00079 
7.50 .00069 .00047 .00047 
7.*75 .00069
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Case 2: M0 < FhLB Or ?iUB <MUU- i.e., the linear model is applicable 
for 11 LB 4 mI C P UBO 

o 1 -"V ' MB e M00A0admdlN saqartcplnma 

i n it, for M 0 Cin B e N n moe c as aLudaiBplnma 

0 For P. Le 4 c M LB, use the linear model a + bin 

o if MU8 4 MUU for any MU ) MUe, model N., by 

Sa ue 0M (M MU) 2 

for M~ UB M Nu.  

B. Truncated Exponential Model 

Case 1: M0 a MLB 
Use the adjusted model, Equatinn 3.1.4, for all M 0 4 m MU 

Case 2: 140 -(PLB 

o Set N. X0 and model N as a quadratic polynomial in m 
for P 0 ( C N1LB.  

o Use the adjusted model, Equation 3.1.6, for all 14 LB in m Mu.  

3.2 (a, b) 00t-sO aro' i ncortaimty 
Two issues, identified at the feedback meeting, relative to the estimqates 

of the coefficients in the recurrence model which should be addressed in the 
final phase of the elicitation process are: 

o The ranges of uncertainty in (a. b) and their effects on the range of 
uncertainty in N., the expected number of earthquakes with magnitude 
greater than or equal to m.
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0 How LLNL treats your uncertainty in (a, b), specifically the fact 
that the estimates are treated as if they are independent.  

With regard to the first issue, this may not be a problem. However, we 
feel it is appropriate to make you aware of the implications of uncertainties 
in a and b. Specifically, we want to make sure that you are cognizant of how 
changes in a and b translate into variations in NA, the expected number of 
earthquakes. To illustrate the effect of uncertainty in (a, b) assume a 
linear recurrence model, 

log10 Nm a a biii 

and 
Nm 10a j0bm 

For simplicity, assure further that the uncertainty bounds are symmietric, 
ioe.. (a1, aU) t a± a and (b1, b,) - b t Ab. The range of uncertainty in Nm 
at any m' can be represented by (. N 0, f NO) where 

fm M M 

N0 - 10a + bm m

is the best estimate and

f-106a + 6bml

is the factor of uncertainty, 
1.2 and ab - 0.2,

which varies with m. For example, if La&

f(m *3.75) *89 

f(m *6.25) a282

That is, the uncertainty in Nn ranges from a factor 
range of ma~nitude (3.75, 6.25).

of 89 to 282 over the

If you have not considered the effect of the uncertainty in 
uncertainty in NM in your response to 02 we woule encourage you 
as you review your estimates of seismicity and your uncertainty 
estimates as represented by the bounds, (10, AU) and (b1, ba).  

-013
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With regard to the treatment of your best estimates of a, b and your 

uncertaifl~y about these. coefficients in the magnitude recurrence model, up to 

now we have treated your level of knowledge about these coefficients as 

independent. We would like to offer two additional approaches to handle the 

joint uncertainty in estimating a and b which introduce correlation between 

these estimates. To do this, consider the following interpretation of how the 

uncertainty analysis is handled when your estimates of a and b are treated as 

I ndependent.  

Given your best estimates a, b^ and bounds (a1, aU) and (bL, bU) the 

uncertainty analysis is based on treating the coefficients a, b as random 

variables with probability distributions based on the best estimates and 

bounds. Treating a, b as well as other inputs, e.g. MU, maps, as random 

produces a probability distribution on the hazard which describes the 

corresponding uncertainty in the hazard due to your uncertainty in the 

zonation' and seismicity. Let t(a; a, a1, au) and G(b; ;, b LO bu) denote the 

probability distributions for the intercept and slope respectively. Another 

distribution we can consider is the distribution of b given a value, say a0, 

for a. Let G(bla 0) denote this distribution. This distribution would 

represent your level of knowledge about b corresponding to an intercept a0.  

Since your estimate of the most likely value of b or uncertainty about b could 

change for each a0, this conditional distribution could change with a0.  

However, treating a and b as independent means that G(bla.) is the same for 

all ao and 

G-(bla 0) t;'bLtU1 

Stated yet another way, independence of a and h is saying that your best 

estimate of b and uncertainty in b is the same for all values of the 

intercept. Graphically the relationship between a and b when, they are 

treated imdeperdef'tly, is described by the set of possible magnitude 

recurrence mo0dels for different intercepts, as shown in Figure 3.2.1 for two 

values of a, aU and a0. Notice that the upper bound (best estimate, lower 

boufrd' m~dels are parallel for all values of a.
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---- upper 97.5% bounds 

- best estimate 

lower 2.5% bounds

- -,-- ~- 

~1 
I I

a +b m

+ bu m 

+ b L m 

+ b m

ao *b L m

Figure 3.2.1 Range of Recurrence Models, Given a U and ao. When 
Estimates of a and b are Treated as Independent.
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Some of you felt that independence of a and b is not the best model, 

however, it is difficult to assess the relationship (correlation) between 

these coefficients. Thus, we would like to offer two alternatives which 

impose some correlation but which use only the best estimates and bounds you 

already provided. Neither alternative requires additional inputs. We 

recognize that none of the alternatives are ideal. Also, tKh last alternative 

is very special and will only be an alternative for some of you. However, we 

will ask you to chotse one of the approaches as the method for handling your 

estimates of the coelricients a, b. Note that in the two a~lternatives 

presented below (altetrnatives 2 and 3), the variation in the recurrence law is 

less than when a and b are independent (alternative 1), since the range of 

equations used in alternatives 2 and 3 is a subset of the range used in 

alternative 1.  

Three ways of handling the relationship between your estimates of the 

coefficients a, b are: 

1. (a, b) are independent 

This method has been described in the introductory paragraphs. It assumes 

that the uncertainty distribution for b, given a, 's the same for all a.  

Thus, the correlation between a and b is zero.  

2. (a. b) are *partially" negatively correlated 

This method is based on interpreting the model 

log 10 N m a + F 

derived from your best estimates ai, b^ as representing your best estimate 

of log,, NMu at the upper bound of the domain of validity of the model.  

With this "interpretationu of your inputs, consider the following models 

for your estimates of a and h. As for the independence case, F(a; a, aLO au) 

is the uncertainty distribution for the intercept. However, instead of using 

the sare distribution of b for all a, we use a conditional distribution 

G(bja 0; ba b Lsb U) 
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which is based on the most likely value of b, denoted b *as that value of 
a 0  + * 

the slope of the straight line which connects the points a0 and a+b TMUB 
i e.  

;a a+b14U a0 

0 U 

Bounds for b, given ao, continue to be the bounds *you provide. Thus, we 
assume the most likely value of b changes for different values of a but your 
level of knowledge, as described by the uncertainty bounds (bL, bU) remain the 
same for all a. Graphically, the relationship between a and b is shown in 
Figure 3.2.2a. The equation used for a given so is represented by the 
intermittent long-small dashed line (-- 4 in Fig. 3.2.2a. The change 
here from the previous case, i.e. a, b independent, is that the most likely 
recurrence model changes for each value of a. It should be noted that, 
dependency on a, b, (b L' bt11 ) and (a L, aU), occassionally produces 

;ba 0 b L orb;a 0 >bu 

as shown in Fig. 3.2.2b and c. In this case, we impose the restrictions 
ba 0 bL or b a 0 b U respectively.  

An obvious question is show much correlation does this procedure impose on 
a. bVs. It will depend on the inputs, however, we have estimated the 
correlation using your response to Questionnaire 2. We find the correlation 
to range from close to -0.5 to close to -0.02. On the average, the 
correlation was about -0.22. Sone specific Illustrations are given in Table 
3.2.1.  

To summarize, the difference between treating a, b as independent and this 
case is, whereas in the former the most likely value of b Is b your best 
estimate, the same for all ao, in this case, the most likely value of b 
is b a which changes with a0. The bounds (bL. bU) remain the same in both 
cases? Thus with respect to your uncertainty in bo given a0, this method 
implies that the range NoL bU) remuins the same for all sobut the speaks
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Figure 3.2.2a Bounding and Most Liket.- Recurrence Models When 
a and b are Treated as "Partially" Correlated

a
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Fig. 3.2.2b 

Fig. 3.2.2c a

%ýý 
+ bUrn 

0 + b Lrn
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a +bm > >b 

a0 L

0M LB

Figure 3.2.2 (Continued)



TABLE 3.2.1 

Some Illustrations of Correlations Im'posed by Treating.  
a, b as "Partially" Correlated

(aL, aU) (bL, bU) MU8 Correlation

2.434, -.906 

1.5, -. 59 
3.00, -. 69 

4.167, -1.06 

5.7869 -1.40

2.344, 2.584 

1.4, 2.5 
2.71, 3.26 
2.947, 5.387 

4.786, 6.786

-1.170, -.906 

-.85, -.50 

-.749 -.64 

-1.226, -.901 

-1.50 -1.35

.019.

(,b)

4.5 
6.75 
8.7 
6.0 
6.0

-. 037 
-. 186 
-. 245 
-. 375 
-. 499



(region of the most probable value ot the slope) of the uncertainty 
distribution changes with a0.  

3. (a, b) are "highly" negatively correlated 
Alternative 2 introduced correlation in the estimates of (a, b) by making 

the most likely value of b depend on a but keeping the variation (bL, bU) the 
same for all a. Ideally, it seems like the most appropriate mrethod would vary 
the range of b as well as the most likely value. This does not seem to be 
feasible given the information we derived from your response to 02. To 
provide an alternative which intruduces more correlation than alternative 2, 
we propose an alternative which reduces the variation in b, given a0, to 
zero. That is, for each a0 there is a unique value of b. The implication of 
this procedure is that the estimates of (a, b) are "~highly" negatively 
correlated, in fact, the correlation is -1.0.  

For this alternative the unique value of b, given a0 is derived as 
follows: 

0 Given a, (aLl a U), b, (b L9 b U) , there exists somie m* > 0 such that 

aU+ bL m* a a1 + bu m* 

which Is, 

a aU - aL, 
bU - b 

o Given any a0, the value of b a is the slope of the line which 

connects a0 to the point of i~tersection at in', i.e.  

b (a0 - aL) -bUm* 

ba 0 

It should be recognized that this procedure is only applicable if the best 
estimate model a + b;m also passes through the point of intersection at in'.  

This will be guaranteed if the bounds (aL, aU) and (bL, bU) are symmetric 

about a and b respectively.
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The basic concept of this alternative is that there is a unique slope for 
each intercept. Stated differently, the implication is that the uncertainty 
in the conditional value of b, given the intercept, is zero. Viewing this 

alternative from the standpoint of knowledge about log N., it suggests that 
one is most knowledgeable at certain values of magnitude. For example, 
consider the three cases illustrated in Figures 3.2.3a, b, c. In Figure 
3.2.3a, clearly the implication is that the uncertainty in log10 N., is less at 

MUB than it is for MLB. In Figure 3.2.3c the opposite is true. If m* lies 
between M LB and MUB, the implication is that the uncertainty is minimum for 
magnitudes between MLB and MU8.  

3.3 Complementary Zone (CZ) 

The purpose of this section is to help you in evaluating the parameters 
of the CZ. No action is requested from you. The seismicity parameters of the 
CZ determined from your answers to O.iestionnaire 2 exhibit a large amount of 
variation in the a and b values, as well as in the upper magnitude cutoffs.  
The following is an enumeration of some possible reasons for this fact: 

0 The surface areas of the CZ can be very different from one expert to 
the other.  

o One expert may have constrained every seismogenic area to be part of 
a specific zone other than the CZ. In this case, the CZ clearly 
could have a low seismicity.  

o Another expert may not have constrained all seisr'ogenic areas to be 
part of a specific zone otrer tnan tne CZ. This could be the case 
when the uncertainty on the location and seismicity parameters of 
some seisr'ogenic areas is too large to warrant defining a specific 
seismic zone. In this case, some seismicity is allowed to "float" 
within the CZ, thereby leading to higher seism~icity parameters for 
the CZ.  

o There may have been sore m~isunderstandings on the part of the experts 
as to the exact size, shape and location of the CZ.
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o The experts may have lacked some knowledge as to the consequences of 
the choice of parameters of the CZ on the final hazai-d at the site.  

o And finally, as is the case for Expert 4 (see Table 3.3.1), the 

expert did not provide the seismicity parameters for the CZ, but only 
for a portion of it. In this case, ILNI extended these properties to 

the overall CZ.  

In order to help you in defining the geographical boundaries of the CZ, a 
set of maps is provided in Figs. 3.3.'. through 3.3.11. In these maps the CZ 
is represented by the shaded area. In the case of Expert 4, zone 13 is shaded 

in one way and the zone identified as the CZ is shaded in a different way, but 
the actual CZ is the union of both these zones.  

The seismicity parameters of the CZ's are presented for comparison in 
Table 3.;.!. One has to be careful in interpreting the values in Table 3.3.1 
and translating ther' directly into a comparison in hazard values, as the 
characteristics of the CZ can be very different for the reasons mentioned 
above. Table 3.3.1 shows the map index of the CZ, the surface area as well as 
the a and b values, the upper magnitude cutoff, the number of earthquakes 
greater than magnitude 3.75 per year and unit of area for each expert.  

The best estimate recurrence relationships are plotted in Fig. 3.3.12 from 
m = 3.75 to the upper magnitude cutoff MU. These curves are expressed per 
unit area (106 kin2) and for 1 year. They can be used directly to make 
inferences on the relative hazard at sites located inside the CZ. For 
example, the CZ of Expert 10 has the highest density of earthquakes per unit 
area but has a relatively low magnitude cutoff (MU), therefore one can infer 
that the hazard at low PGA will be the highest (for a site inside the CZ), but 
the hazard will decrease faster than for zones with higher magnitude 
cutoffs. On the ct~er hand, a CZ with relatively low a and high MU, such as 
in the case of Expert, 2, will lead to relat~vely low hazard at low PGA values 
and relatively high values of the hazard at high PGA, thereby increasing the 
positive concavit.y of the hazard curve.
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TABLE 3.3.1 
AREA OF THE COMPLEMENTARY ZONE FOR

Expert 
Number 

4(* 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

13

1.0. of 
Zone 

on mlap)s 

15 

cz 

I 

CZ+13 

cZ 

1 

2 

19 

O/CZ 
1 

CZ

EACH EXPERT

A -e 
(1~kz 

1.656 
7.661 
7.406 

5.785 
6.503 
7.840 

5.380 
7.904 

6.513 

2.913 
9.310

N(M0)/10
6km2 

for m=m0 =3./5 

.700 

.074 

.360 

.039 

.810 

.250 

.780 

1.750 

1.150 

1.110 

.350

Notes: ()The entire complementary zone for Expert 4 is made of zone 013 and the zone named CZ on the map 

of Fig. 3.3.4. The areas are: 1.532 for zone 13 and 4.253 for the zone called CZ. The total 

is 5.785 as shown in this table for Expert 4. These two zones have the same seismicity 

parameters per unit of area.  

()Expert 5 gave an upper MMI cutoff of 8 which is usr'i in the relation MIII - 2m - 3.5 specified by 

the expert to obtain MU 5.75

a 

5.614 

3.500 
4.549 

2.590 A 2.150 

4.170 

4.196 

4.000 

4.890 

4.250 

5.311 
4.600

a 9er 2 

5.395 

2.616 
3.679 
1.962 
3.357 
3.302 
3.269 
3.992 
3.436 

4.847 

3.631

b 
Value 

-1.48 

-1 .00 
-1.10 

- .90 

- .92 

-1.04 

-. 9go 

-1.00 

- .90 

-1.28 

-1.09

MU 

5.8 
7.3 

6.5 
5.5 

(+)5.75 

6.0 

6.7 
5.5 

5.8 
5.0 
6.3



Fiqure 3.3.1 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 1



Figure 3.3.2 Seismic Zonaticn Base Map for Expert 2
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Figure 3.3.3 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 3



Figure 3.3.4 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 4



Fiqure 3.3.5 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 5



Figure 3.3.6 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 6



Fiqure 3.3.7 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 7
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Fiqure 3.3.8 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 10



Note: Zones 6 and 7 
overlap in their north

\. \ east tips (subzone 
designated by 6 &7 on 
the map). This model is 

adopted to acknowledge 

C e 15the two differant depths 
at which seismicity is 
present in subzone 
(6 & 7).

Figure 3.3.9 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 11



Fiqure 3.3.10 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 12



Figure 3.3.11 Seismic Zonation Base Map for Expert 13
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Figure 3.3.12 Number of earthquakes in the com~plementary zte-ne (CZ).  
per year and normalized to a unit area of I O~km2 * as a function of 
magnitude. Comparison between all the seismicity experts. The 
numbers refer to the experts' index used in the analysis. The 
interval of magnitude for which each of the lines is draw. is from the 
lowest magnitude used in the analysis (mum 0 w3.75) to the best estimate 

A0 
upper magnitude cutoff %~ For the purpose of this figure. the upper 
end of the curves (near %)is not drawn exactly as they are actually 
used in the analysis. (See Section 3.1 for more details.)
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Finally, you are invited to analyze the set of results presented to you at 
the December 1983 meeting to complete your understanding of the effect of the 
CZ on the~hazard. In studying these results, you have to realize that a site 
which may be in the CZ for one expert may not be in the CZ for another expert.  

4. Completeness of the Catalogues of Earthquake and Aftershock Sequences 
The assessment of the parameters of the recurrence model is strongly 

dependent on the degree of completeness of the earthquake data available for a 
given zone. Furthermore, some catalogues of earthquakes contain aftershock 

sequences. A catalogue of earthquakes may be defined as complete over a time 
period of T years and for a range of magnitude Eml, in2 ) or intensity [11, 12J 
if all the events with magnitude or intensity falling in these intervals form 
a sample representative of the long range seismnicity of the area 
investigated. This implies that the necessary period of complete recording 

for frequent events (small events) is smaller than for less frequent and a 
fortiori for rare (large) events. On the other hand, as w. consider events 

smaller and smaller in size, the likelihood of having them recorded in the 
catalogue decreases, whereas large and very large earthquakes are almost 
certain to have been recorded. This likelihood of recording depends 
principally on our ability to detect and properly assess a "size" (magnitude 
or source intensity) to the event.  

As a consequence, the available catalogues for the EUS which include 

events as far back as the 17th century may be considered complete for rare 
events with return periods in the order of the time of recording, but they may 
not be considered complete for smaller events. The practical consequence of 

using an~ic-'t set in t~c :o-,tevt of tH~s anal,,sis is the generaticr.  
of an erroneous set of recurrence models. This analysis uses the form Logj0Nm 
- a + bin (or Log10N1 - a-b! alternatively), where N is the number of 
earthquakes greater than m (or 1) and a, b are parameters to be determined for 

each zone. Thus, using an incomplete data set would lead to low a values and 
low b values in corparison with the ones which would be obtained from a 

com~plete data set. Tnere are several published rethods to account for 
incompleteness, ranging from the ad hoc to more sophisticated statistical 

types.
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An aftershock sequence in a data set may also lead to erroneous estimates 
of the recurrence laws and sore analyst choose to remove the aftershock 
sequences *from the catalogues of events.  

In responding to 02, the panel mrembers were invited to use a catalogue of 
earthquakes of their choice. We have provided LLNL's catalogue to the experts 
who requested it. This catalogue has not been adjusted for completeness nor 
for aftershock sequences. Testing for completeness and removing aftershock 
sequences requires a high level of experience and judgment, thus it was left 
to each expert's discretion.  

It is not appropriate for us to evaluate the methods you used to account 
for incompleteness and aftershocks. However, in order to formulate a generic 
evaluation of our analysis, we feel it necessary to survey your level of 
effort in handling incompleteness and aftershocks.  

Thus, in Questions 4.1 to 4.3 you are requested to indicate what was your 
level of effort in dealing with the problemi of completeness (Question 4.1) of 
the catalogue you used and the problem of aftershock sequences (Question 4.2) 
either generically for all EUS or specifically zone by zone. Question 4.3 
gives you an opportunity to elaborate on the methods used.  

5. Self Weights 
During the feedback inet-ting it became clear that your self-ratings 

(Responses to 03) were not all on the same basis. Your conmients suggested 
that some of you rated yourself relative to the other panel members whereas 
cthers rated yourselves r!,1:t~va to sonc %verall knowledge of zonation an! 
seism~icity for the EUS. Therefore, it is appropriate that we establish a 
basis for you to rate yourself and then give you the opportunity to reconsider 
your self-ratings.  

Although there are several bases that one might consider for forming self 
ratings, three that we cons~der appropriate are: 

0 Your level of expertise relative to the other papel mr~nbers.
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o Your level of expertise relative to the scientific commnunity at 
large.  

0 Your level of expertise relative to an "absolute level* of overall 
knowledge.  

There is no general agreement on which is the preferred basis to use, however, 
two points influence our consideration.  

o The ratings are used to establish weights to use in combining hazard 
results and uncertainties. The combinations are based on a relative 
weighted averaging process.  

o Development of the weights was based on treating your self ratings as 
a measure of your uutility" of your estimates of the hazard.  

The former point suggests that the "level* or basis is not important, thus, it 
is not important what basis one uses to measure ones level of expertise.  
However, the latter point suggests that the ratings should reflect some 
measure of overall worth of ones estimates.  

After some consideration we have decided to ask you to use the scientific 
commnunity at large as the basis for self rating your level of expertise.  
Although this request may not be as easy as rating yourself relative to the 
other panel m~embers, we believe the overall study will benefit from your 
assessment of :-our level of expertise relative to the overall scientific 
commiunity. In oertic-ilar, thes overall ratinfn of all par'ql mer*'ers will give 
us some indication of how you rate yourself (as a panel) relative to other 
groups of experts who might have been assembled.  

6. Questions 

Section 2: Zoration M1aps 

Question 2.1
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Please review the zonation maps that you provided in answer to Q1 and 
generate updated versions of these maps if you think it is necessary.  

You will find the original maps that you designed in response to Q1 which 
you can use to respond to this question if your modifications are not 
extensive. Please indicate your modifications by altering these same maps 
clearly (using different colors and a clear key, for example). Feel free, 
however, to use a new blank map sheet if your modifications are extensive or 
if you have new alternatives. In any case, please return the original maps 
together with your responses to this questionnaire.  

Question 2.2 
Please update Table Al as necessary.  

Question 2.3 
Please update Table A2 as necessary.  

Section 3: Seismilcity 

Question 3.1 
Please indicate the magnitude recurrence model we should use to develop 

hazard curves based on your opinions about s'ismicity.  

LINI Model 

Truncated Exponential Model 

Question 3.? 
Please indicate the most appropriate way for us to handle correlation 

between your estimate of the intercept, a. and slope, b, of the magnitude 
recurrence equation.  

- (as b) should be treated "independently" 
- ta, b) should be treated as "partially" negatively 

correlated 
(a, b) should be treated as "highly" negatively correlated
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Question 3.3 
Please review the seismicity estimiates you provided in response to 02 and 

make any (nodifications you deem appropriate. In doing this, please keep in 
mind any changes that are necessary due to changes in zonation (i.e. responses 
to Questions 2.1-2.3) and your responses to how we should treat the magnitude 
recurrence modeling (Question 3.1) and correlation between (a. b) (Question 
3.2).  

Tables, as provided in 02, are Included. You need not recopy any 
infornation which is the same as before. Only fill in the appropriate 
modifications.  

Section 4: Completeness of the Catalogue and Aftershock Sequences 

Question 4.1 
What level of consideration would you say you gave to the problem of 

completeness of the catalogue you used in your final answers about seismicity 
in Section 3 of this Questionnaire? Please respond by filling Table 4.1 with 
check marks ( ) in columns 2 to 5. You may chose to answer specifically for 
each zone or have a single generic answer. In Table 4.1, the zone index 
nobers refer to the zone numbers on your final zonation maps, which you might 
have updated in response to question 2.1 of this Questionnaire.  

Question 4.2 
Vhat level of consideration would you say gave to the problem of 

aftershock sequences in the catalogue you used in your response about your 
final answers on seismicity in 02 and Section 3 of this Questionnaire? 

Please respond by filling Table 4.1 with check marks C)In columns 6 to 
9.  

Question 4.3 (Response to this question is optional.) 
If you atom it appropriate, please elaborate on the method you used to 

account for incom~pleteness in the catalogue you used and/or to account for 
aftersho:k sequences.
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Section 5: Self Rating 

Question 5.1 
For each of the four regions identified below, please indicate your level 

of expertise (on a scale of 1-10, with 1 indicating a low level of expertise) 
with regard to the geologic, tectonic, and seismic characteristics within the 
region.  

REGION SELF -RATING 

I Northeast ______ 

11 Northcentral______ 

III Southeast______ 

IV Southcentral ______



Table Al 
Level of Confidence in Existence of Zones

Zone Index 
on Final 

Updated Maps

Level of 
Confidence 
in Existence

If Zone does not.  
Exist, it Becomfes Part 

of Zone Number

Additi onal 
Comments

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23
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Zone Index 
on~ Final 

Updated Maps 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44

Table Al (Continued) 
Level of Confidence in Existence of Zones 

Level of If Zone does not 
Confi'dence Exist. it Becomes Part 

in Existence of Zone Number

Additional 
Comments
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45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50

Table Al (Continued) 
Level of Confidence in Existence of Zones

Zone Index 
on Final 

Updated Maps

Level of 
Confidence 
in Existence

If Zone does not 
Exist, it Becomes Part 

of Zone Number

Additional 
Comments
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Table A2 
Level of Confidence in Boundary Shapes of 

Zones or Cluster of Zones and Alternative Shapes

Zone Number(s) of 
the Zones or (Cluster 
of Zones) in Final 

Updated Map

Zone Index of 
Alternative Zone (or 
Cluster of Zones) 

Boundary Shape

Level of Confidence 
in Boundary 

Shape
Additional 
Comments
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Table 4.1 
Level of Consideration on Completeness and Aftershock Sequences

lone Number Completeness Aftershock Sequences Additional 

on Updated Mdp Nonte Low Medium Full Nolle Low Medium Full Commnents 

Analysis Analysis 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

For All Zone-, 
If you answer 
Generically 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12



GROUND MOTION FEEDBACK MEETING

Ouestionnaire Number 6 (06) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the feedback meeting is to give the members of the Ground 
Motion Panel (6*P), a chance to update their input of the ground motion 

models, and to express their -npinion on the methodology to be used in 

accounting for local site effects. Hence, as a member of the GMP, this 

meeting was intended to give you: 

1) An understanding of how we interpreted and used your input.  

2) A chance to review the implications of your input, i.e., the combination 
of ground motion models with the seismicity models provided by the 

Seismicity Panel.  

3) A chance to either correct any misinterpretations we (LLNL) might have 
made or alter your responses in light of the results and or responses from 

other panel members.  

4) A chance to evaluate the proposed methods to correct for local site soil 
conditions by assigning a level of confidence to each one of them, and 

possibly propose modifications or different methods.  

5) A chance to revise your weights relative to other responses.  

To assist you in reviewi'ng and updating your input, we have sent each of 
you a copy of our Interim Report. At the June 27, 1984 meeting, we briefly 

reviewed our methodology (which is discussed in detail in Section 2, and 

Appendix D of the Interim Report) and gave you an opportunity to ask 

questions. Section 3.4 of the Interim Report gives our interpretation of the 
input you provided in response to the Ground Motion Ouestionnaire given in 

Appendix C.
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In addition, this document provides you with additional information. In 

p~rticular, Section 2 of this document provides a more complete listing of the 

models and the weights for each model than given in the Interim Report and 

includes the responses from Expert 2 which were not available at the time the 

Interim Report was published. Section 3 of this document expands upon the 

results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the Interir Report with emphasis 

on ground motion models and their contribution to the uncertainty of the 

estimate of the seismic hazard at selected sites. The results presented in 

Section 3 of this documient have been updated to include the input from Ground 

Notion Expert 2.  

In Section 4 of this document we briefly revisit ground motion saturation 

and other topics. In Section 5 we address the approach we propose w.ing to 

correct for the local soil conditions. In keeping with our Monte Carlo 

approach, several alternative schemes are proposed which you will be asked to 

evaluate by providing a level of confidence for each one of them. S"'ction 6 

contains the ground motion feedback questionnaire.
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2. REVIEW OF THE GROUND MOTION MODELS SELECTED BY THE PANEL EXPERTS 

2.1 Background 

The ground motion models presented in this section are the ones selected 
by the GMP experts in response to questionnaire 04. In 04, we (LLNL) 
organized all possible availale models into several classes, described theirý 
origins, cha,.acteristics and limitations. You were then reouested to choose 
one model in each class and to assign a level of confidence to each of the 
classes.  

However, the enumeration of models provided in this section contains some 

models not mentioned in the questionnaire 04, and is also more complete than 
the list provided in Table 3.4.3 of the Interim Report. The reasons for this 

are as follows: 

1. The list of possible models provided in the questionnaire 04 was not 
as complete as possible and two models have been added by one expert, 
prior to making the computations reported in the Interim Report.  
These two models include the acceleration model number 27 and the 
spectra model number 119 of Table 3.4.3 in the Interim Report, which 
are both labeled 'Trifunac-Anderson.00 

2. One expert who had not heen able to provide his answers to 04 in time 

for performing the analyses i'eported in the Interim Report, returned 
his answer recently permitting us to include it in this section.  
However, the effect of this new input requires somne more analysis to 
determine the impact of these new models on the hazard. This is 
treated in Section 3.  

For the large part, all the models (except for 3 models) presented in this 
section were described in detail in the questionnaire 04, which you a]. have, 
(it is also the Appendix C of the Interim Report), and this will not be 
repeated here. In this section, we present the models by classes and give a 
short description and reference for the models not present in 04. We also 
present the method of simulation used in the calculations for the random
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selection of ground motion models and give, for each expert, the levels of 
confidence assigned to each class of models.  

2.2 The Ground Motion Models 

2.2.1 Acceleration models.  

There ire seven classes of acceleration models. Five of them are 
intensity based, and two are direct. Table 2.1 gives the list of PGA 

attenuation models arranged by classes. It also gives for each model a file 

index number which cross references it with Appendix A. The Appendix A is a 

listing of the actual coefficients of each model as used in the analysis. The 
index number is not the same as the index of Table 3.4.3 of the Interim Report 
for velocity and spectra models as a result of addition of new models. Table 

2.1 also contains an indicator which tells us if the models distinguish 
between soil or rock. In the last four columns, Table 2.1 provides the index 

of the expert who chose the model as a best estimate model for each region.  
The geographical definition of the regions is given in Fig. 2.l.The model 

number 27, labeled "Trifunac-Anderson," was obtained by using the Gupta-Nuttli 

(Central U.S.) intensity attenuation relationship with the Trifunac (1976) 

(G16) acceleration versus Site intensity relationship. The equation A3 of 
questionnaire Q4 is different from the Gupta-Nuttli relationship, only in its 
leading coefficient of 3.2 instead of 3.7. This "modified Gupta-Nuttli" 
equation was developed in the S.E.P. study in an arbitrary fashion by 
decreasing the intensity of a half unit to account for the fact that the 
relationship was based on isoseismal data rather than individual intensity 
reports. If we were to call A6 the Gupta-Nuttli equation, the 
Trifunac-Anderson relationship used for the interim report would be labeled 

A6-G16. This relation was updated as a result of the feedback meeting of June 
27. The final equation will use "Modified Gupta-Nuttli' equation A3. (thus, 
it becomes A34G16.), and to make it consistent with the other models it uses 
the coefficients for soil (S=O) instead of rock (S-2). This last update 
applies also to spectral model*125.
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The value of y used in the Campbell's (1982) equation (e.g. D13) is 
0.002, and the Nuttli equation (D21) was obtained by using the hmin value 
given in Nuttli's letter of January 24, 1983 (see Appendix C of Interim 
Report). Furthermore, it has to be stressed that the hazard calculation 

assumed all distances to be epicentral distances. because of this limitation 

the experts have been requested to factor this in their evaluation of the 

models, and it is reflected in the attribution of levels of confidence 
provided to us (LINI) as responses to questionnaire 04. These models are 

plotted for each class, for magnitude mb - 5 and 7, in Figure 2.2 through 
2.7. Note that model number 27 has been updated and actually becomes model 
number 12. Furthermore, a new model has been proposed for your consideration, 

at the June 27 meeting.  

This model developed by G. Atkinson, is described in detail in Section 7 

of this document, whi,-h is a copy of the paper submitted by the author for 
publication in BSSA; and appended here with her permission. This model has 
been added in the list of models to choose from in Section 6. Because of the 
way it was developed, it falls in the category of direct models and is 
labelled 022 in Table 6.1.  

2.2.2 Velocity Models 

As for acceleration, there are seven classes of peak ground velocity 
models, which are given in Table 2.2. The same general remarks made for 
acceleration applies to velocity. In addition, note that expert number 5 did 
not provide a velocity model, and expert number 2 provided a model not 

described in questionnaire 04. This is the model GV53 developed by 
Kliniciewicz G, G and Pulli, JP 1983, which can be found in Earthquake no',es, 
V54, N.1, p. 10. These models are plotted for each class, for magnitude 
mb 5 and 7, in Figure 2.8 through 2.12.
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2.2.3 Spectra Models

The spectra models were separated into six classes. The first three 

classes consist of scaling spectra shapes, namely the Reg. Guide 1.60, the 

NBS, 1978-ATC and the Newmark-Hall spectral shapes. Reg. 1.60 and ATC shapes 

are anchored with one acceleration equation and Newmark-Hall are anchored with 

both acceleration and a velocity equation. The next three models are 

intensity based and were obtained by using distance weighting, magnitude 

weighting and no weighting. The no-weighting intensity based model was taken 

from Trifunac and Anderson's report "Preliminary Empirical Models for Scaling 

Absolute Acceleration Spectra," Report No. CE 77-03, USC, 1977. In all cases, 

the spectra u;ed in the analysis assume a 5% damping.  

Taile 2.3 lists the spectra models, and Figure 2.1'1 through 2.16 

shows these spectra olotted for the rock site conditions and for mb 
magnitudes 5 and 7 for distances of 10 and 100 km.  

2.2.4 Best Estimate Models 

Figure 2.17 shows the best estimate (BE) acceleration ground 

motion models, Fig. 2.18 through BE velocity models and Figs. 2.19a and b 

shows the BE spectra models selected by the GMP members for magnitudes 5 and 7 

and for distances 10 and 100 km. Tables 2.1 - 2.3 indicate which expert 

selected the various models and for which regions the models are assumed to be 

BE models.  

2.3 Random Unicertainty 

The values of the standard deviation on the logarithm of the ground motion 

parameter used in the analysis are presented in Table 2.A. In most cases 

these values are identical to the ones provided by the experts as answers to 

questionnaire 04. However, it was necessary to make some interpretation in 

some cases. For instance, one expert provided a different standard deviation 

for each frequency. We need only one value obtained by averaging the g values 

given by the expert, after discussing the problem with him.
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2.4 Model Unicertainty

The hazard analysis accounts for the model uncertainty by assuming a given 
distribution of ground motion models. The actual calculations are performed 
by using a Monte Carlo simulation technique where the hazard is calculated for 
each sample ground motion model. The models are drawn from the discrete 
probability distribution of models constructed with the input fromn 

questionnaire 04. The probability of each model being the right one, for a 
given expert, is assumed proportional to his level of confidence in the class 
to which that model belongs. The Ta~ile 2.5 gives the cumulative levels of 
confidence assigned to each ground motion model by each expert to the models 
they selected. The actual discrete probability distribution of the ground 
motion models used in the analysis is' simply a scaled version of the 
cumulative values presented in Table 2.5 a, b and c. The scaling value is 
1/5 a .2. In addition, however, the hazard analysis accounts for the self 
rates you provided in questionnaire 04.
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